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x ̱á!

eat it!



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱

i am eating it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱

i am eating it you are eating it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a

i ate it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a iyaxá̱a

i ate it you ate it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a iyaxá̱a aawaxá̱a

i ate it you ate it s/he ate it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a iyaxá̱a aawaxá̱a

i ate it you ate it s/he ate it

will do it
kḵwaxá̱a

i will eat it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a iyaxá̱a aawaxá̱a

i ate it you ate it s/he ate it

will do it
kḵwaxá̱a gag̱eexá̱a

i will eat it you will eat it



1 2 3

do it!
xá̱!
eat it!

doing it
xa̱xá̱ eexá̱ axá̱

i am eating it you are eating it s/he is eating it

did it
xw̱aaxá̱a iyaxá̱a aawaxá̱a

i ate it you ate it s/he ate it

will do it
kḵwaxá̱a gag̱eexá̱a kg̱waxá̱a

i will eat it you will eat it s/he will eat it



idaná!

drink it!



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná

i am drinking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa

i drank it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa yidináa

i drank it you drank it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa yidináa awdináa

i drank it you drank it s/he drank it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa yidináa awdináa

i drank it you drank it s/he drank it

will do it
kuḵadanáa

i will drink it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa yidináa awdináa

i drank it you drank it s/he drank it

will do it
kuḵadanáa gag̱idanáa

i will drink it you will drink it



1 2 3

do it!
idaná!
drink it!

doing it
xa̱daná idaná adaná

i am drinking it you are drinking it s/he is drinking it

did it
xw̱adináa yidináa awdináa

i drank it you drank it s/he drank it

will do it
kuḵadanáa gag̱idanáa aguxḏanáa

i will drink it you will drink it s/he will drink it



sa.ée!

cook it!



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée

i am cooking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée

i cooked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée yisi.ée

i cooked it you cooked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée yisi.ée awsi.ée

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée yisi.ée awsi.ée

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

will do it
kuḵasa.ée

i will cook it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée yisi.ée awsi.ée

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

will do it
kuḵasa.ée gag̱isa.ée

i will cook it you will cook it



1 2 3

do it!
sa.ée!
cook it!

doing it
xa̱sa.ée isa.ée as.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

did it
xw̱asi.ée yisi.ée awsi.ée

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

will do it
kuḵasa.ée gag̱isa.ée aguxs̱a.ée

i will cook it you will cook it s/he will cook it



latín!

look at it! / watch it! / 
take care of it!



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín

i am watching it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín

i am watching it you are watching it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín
i watched it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín yilitín
i watched it you watched it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín yilitín awlitín
i watched it you watched it s/he watched it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín yilitín awlitín
i watched it you watched it s/he watched it

will do it
kḵwalatéen

i will watch it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín yilitín awlitín
i watched it you watched it s/he watched it

will do it
kḵwalatéen gag̱ilatéen

i will watch it you will watch it



1 2 3

do it!
latín!
watch it!

doing it
xa̱latín ilatín altín

i am watching it you are watching it s/he is watching it

did it
xw̱alitín yilitín awlitín
i watched it you watched it s/he watched it

will do it
kḵwalatéen gag̱ilatéen aguxḻatéen

i will watch it you will watch it s/he will watch it



tséx ̱!

kick it!



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ

i am kicking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱

i kicked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱ iyatséx ̱

i kicked it you kicked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱ iyatséx ̱ aawatséx ̱

i kicked it you kicked it s/he kicked it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱ iyatséx ̱ aawatséx ̱

i kicked it you kicked it s/he kicked it

will do it
kḵwatséix ̱

i will kick it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱ iyatséx ̱ aawatséx ̱

i kicked it you kicked it s/he kicked it

will do it
kḵwatséix ̱ gag̱eetséix ̱

i will kick it you will kick it



1 2 3

do it!
tséx!̱
kick it!

doing it
xa̱tséxṯ eetséxṯ atséxṯ

i am kicking it you are kicking it s/he is kicking it

did it
xw̱aatséx ̱ iyatséx ̱ aawatséx ̱

i kicked it you kicked it s/he kicked it

will do it
kḵwatséix ̱ gag̱eetséix ̱ akg̱watséix ̱

i will kick it you will kick it s/he will kick it



sakóo!

know it!



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin
i am beginning to know it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo

i came to know it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo yisikóo

i came to know it you came to know it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo yisikóo awsikóo

i came to know it you came to know it s/he came to know it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo yisikóo awsikóo

i came to know it you came to know it s/he came to know it

will do it
kḵwasakóo

i will know it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo yisikóo awsikóo

i came to know it you came to know it s/he came to know it

will do it
kḵwasakóo gag̱isakóo

i will know it you will know it



1 2 3

do it!
sakóo!
know it!

in the process  
of doing it

yaa naxs̱akwéin yaa nisakwéin yaa anaskwéin
i am beginning to know it you are beginning to know it s/he is beginning to know it

did it
xw̱asikóo yisikóo awsikóo

i came to know it you came to know it s/he came to know it

will do it
kḵwasakóo gag̱isakóo aguxs̱akóo

i will know it you will know it s/he will know it



kashaxít!

write it! / draw it! /  
take a picture of it!



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet

i am writing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít

i wrote it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít kayshixít

i wrote it you wrote it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít kayshixít akawshixít

i wrote it you wrote it s/he wrote it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít kayshixít akawshixít

i wrote it you wrote it s/he wrote it

will do it
kakḵwashaxéet

i will write it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít kayshixít akawshixít

i wrote it you wrote it s/he wrote it

will do it
kakḵwashaxéet kakg̱ishaxéet

i will write it you will write it



1 2 3

do it!
kashaxít!

write it!

doing it
kaxs̱haxeet keeshaxeet akshaxeet

i am writing it you are writing it s/he is writing it

did it
kaxw̱shixít kayshixít akawshixít

i wrote it you wrote it s/he wrote it

will do it
kakḵwashaxéet kakg̱ishaxéet kaguxs̱haxéet

i will write it you will write it s/he will write it



sh tóo iltóow!

study it! / practice it!



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow

i am studying it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow

i am studying it you are studying it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow

i studied it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow

i studied it you studied it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

will do it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

will do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow

i will study it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

will do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow sh tóo kg̱eeltóow

i will study it you will study it



1 2 3

do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

did it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

will do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow sh tóo kg̱eeltóow sh tóo akg̱waltóow

i will study it you will study it s/he will study it



Negative 
Verb Modes



líl eex ̱áaḵ!

donʼt eat it!



1 2 3

donʼt donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱

i am not eating it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱

i didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél yixá̱

i didnʼt eat it you didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél yixá̱ tlél awuxá̱

i didnʼt eat it you didnʼt eat it s/he didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél yixá̱ tlél awuxá̱

i didnʼt eat it you didnʼt eat it s/he didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwaxa̱a

i wonʼt eat it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél yixá̱ tlél awuxá̱

i didnʼt eat it you didnʼt eat it s/he didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwaxa̱a tlél gag̱eexa̱a

i wonʼt eat it you wonʼt eat it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eexá̱aḵ!

donʼt eat it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél eexá̱ tlél ooxá̱

i am not eating it you are not eating it s/he is not eating it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱axá̱ tlél yixá̱ tlél awuxá̱

i didnʼt eat it you didnʼt eat it s/he didnʼt eat it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwaxa̱a tlél gag̱eexa̱a tlél kg̱waxa̱a

i wonʼt eat it you wonʼt eat it s/he wonʼt eat it



líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná
i am not drinking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná

i didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél yidaná

i didnʼt drink it you didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél yidaná tlél oodiná / tlél awdiná

i didnʼt drink it you didnʼt drink it s/he didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél yidaná tlél oodiná / tlél awdiná

i didnʼt drink it you didnʼt drink it s/he didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵadanaa

i wonʼt drink it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél yidaná tlél oodiná / tlél awdiná

i didnʼt drink it you didnʼt drink it s/he didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵadanaa tlél gag̱idanaa

i wonʼt drink it you wonʼt drink it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl idanáaḵ!

donʼt drink it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél idaná tlél oodaná
i am not drinking it you are not drinking it s/he is not drinking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱adaná tlél yidaná tlél oodiná / tlél awdiná

i didnʼt drink it you didnʼt drink it s/he didnʼt drink it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵadanaa tlél gag̱idanaa tlél aguxḏanaa

i wonʼt drink it you wonʼt drink it s/he wonʼt drink it



líl isa.éex ̱iḵ!

donʼt cook it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee

i am cooking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í

i cooked it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í tlél yisa.í

i cooked it you cooked it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í tlél yisa.í tlél awus.í

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í tlél yisa.í tlél awus.í

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵasa.ee

i will cook it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í tlél yisa.í tlél awus.í

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵasa.ee tlél gag̱isa.ee

i will cook it you will cook it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl isa.éexi̱ḵ!

cook it!

not doing it
tlél uxs̱a.ee tlél isa.ée tlél oos.ée

i am cooking it you are cooking it s/he is cooking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asa.í tlél yisa.í tlél awus.í

i cooked it you cooked it s/he cooked it

wonʼt do it
tlél kuḵasa.ee tlél gag̱isa.ee tlél aguxs̱a.ee

i will cook it you will cook it s/he will cook it



líl ilatíniḵ!

donʼt watch it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín

i am not watching it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín

i am not watching it you are not watching it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen

i didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen tlél yilateen

i didnʼt watch it you didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen tlél yilateen tlél awulteen

i didnʼt watch it you didnʼt watch it s/he didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen tlél yilateen tlél awulteen

i didnʼt watch it you didnʼt watch it s/he didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwalateen

i wonʼt watch it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen tlél yilateen tlél awulteen

i didnʼt watch it you didnʼt watch it s/he didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwalateen tlél gag̱ilateen

i wonʼt watch it you wonʼt watch it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl ilatíniḵ!
donʼt watch it!

not doing it
tlél uxḻatín tlél ilatín tlél ooltín

i am not watching it you are not watching it s/he is not watching it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱alateen tlél yilateen tlél awulteen

i didnʼt watch it you didnʼt watch it s/he didnʼt watch it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwalateen tlél gag̱ilateen tlél aguxḻateen

i wonʼt watch it you wonʼt watch it s/he wonʼt watch it



líl eetséx ̱iḵ!

donʼt kick it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ
i am not kicking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱ tlél yitseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it you didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱ tlél yitseix ̱ tlél awutseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it you didnʼt kick it s/he didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱ tlél yitseix ̱ tlél awutseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it you didnʼt kick it s/he didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwatseix ̱

i wonʼt kick it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱ tlél yitseix ̱ tlél awutseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it you didnʼt kick it s/he didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwatseix ̱ tlél gag̱eetseix ̱

i wonʼt kick it you wonʼt kick it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl eetséxi̱ḵ!!

donʼt kick it!

not doing it
tlél xw̱atséxṯ tlél eetséxṯ tlél ootséxṯ
i am not kicking it you are not kicking it s/he is not kicking it

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱atseix ̱ tlél yitseix ̱ tlél awutseix ̱

i didnʼt kick it you didnʼt kick it s/he didnʼt kick it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwatseix ̱ tlél gag̱eetseix ̱ tlél akg̱watseix ̱

i wonʼt kick it you wonʼt kick it s/he wonʼt kick it



tlél wuduskú

nobody knows



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú

i donʼt know it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú tlél yisakú

i donʼt know it you donʼt know it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú tlél yisakú tlél awuskú

i donʼt know it you donʼt know it s/he donʼt know it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú tlél yisakú tlél awuskú

i donʼt know it you donʼt know it s/he donʼt know it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwasakoo

i wonʼt know it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú tlél yisakú tlél awuskú

i donʼt know it you donʼt know it s/he donʼt know it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwasakoo tlél gag̱isakoo

i wonʼt know it you wonʼt know it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
—
—

in the process  
of not doing it

— — —
— — —

didnʼt do it
tlél xw̱asakú tlél yisakú tlél awuskú

i donʼt know it you donʼt know it s/he donʼt know it

wonʼt do it
tlél kḵwasakoo tlél gag̱isakoo tlél aguxs̱akoo

i wonʼt know it you wonʼt know it s/he wiʼtll know it



líl 
keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet

i am not writing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít

i didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít tlél kayshixít

i didnʼt write it you didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít tlél kayshixít tlél akawshixít

i didnʼt write it you didnʼt write it s/he didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít tlél kayshixít tlél akawshixít

i didnʼt write it you didnʼt write it s/he didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it
tlél kakḵwashaxeet

i wonʼt write it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít tlél kayshixít tlél akawshixít

i didnʼt write it you didnʼt write it s/he didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it
tlél kakḵwashaxeet tlél kakg̱ishaxeet

i wonʼt write it you wonʼt write it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl keeshaxeedíḵ!

donʼt write it!

not doing it
tlél kaxs̱haxeet tlél keeshaxeet tlél akshaxeet

i am not writing it you are not writing it s/he is not writing it

didnʼt do it
tlél kaxw̱shixít tlél kayshixít tlél akawshixít

i didnʼt write it you didnʼt write it s/he didnʼt write it

wonʼt do it
tlél kakḵwashaxeet tlél kakg̱ishaxeet tlél kaguxs̱haxéet

i wonʼt write it you wonʼt write it s/he wonʼt write it



líl sh tóo 
eeltóowuḵ!

donʼt study it!



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl sh tóo eeltóowuḵ!

donʼt study it!

not doing it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl sh tóo eeltóowuḵ!

donʼt study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am not studying it you are not studying it s/he is not studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i didnʼt study it you didnʼt study it s/he didnʼt study it

wonʼt do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow sh tóo kg̱eeltóow sh tóo akg̱waltóow

i wonʼt study it you wonʼt study it s/he wonʼt study it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow

i am studying it you are studying it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow

i studied it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow

i studied it you studied it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

wonʼt do it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

wonʼt do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow

i will study it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
sh tóo iltóow!

study it!

not doing it
sh tóo xa̱ltóow sh tóo eeltóow sh tóo altóow

i am studying it you are studying it s/he is studying it

didnʼt do it
sh tóo xw̱adlitóow sh tóo yidlitóow sh tóo awdlitóow

i studied it you studied it s/he studied it

wonʼt do it
sh tóo kḵwaltóow sh tóo kg̱eeltóow

i will study it you will study it



1 2 3

donʼt do it!
líl sh tóo eeltóowuḵ!

donʼt study it!

not doing it
tlél sh tóo xw̱altóow tlél sh tóo eeltóow tlél sh tóo ultóow

i am not studying it you are not studying it s/he is not studying it

didnʼt do it
tlél sh tóo xw̱altóow tlél sh tóo yiltóow tlél sh tóo wultóow

i didnʼt study it you didnʼt study it s/he didnʼt study it

wonʼt do it
tlél sh tóo kḵwaltoow tlél sh tóo kg̱eeltoow tlél sh tóo akg̱waltoow

i wonʼt study it you wonʼt study it s/he wonʼt study it


